Project Objective

Business Benefits

Approach & Phase 1 Trends

Our project is directed toward identifying
and understanding modernization trends in
procurement and providing this insight to
DCG in support of the transformation
efforts. The overarching goal is to address
pain points in the procurement process
and increase communication,
transparency, and access to data across
the system.
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Traditional
Procurement

Modern
Procurement

Shift

Percentage of employees confident
in recognizing and understanding
analytics they are using 2

90% faster access to sales, order
information, and analysis, plus
ability to reduce late orders by 75%
with Central Information Hub for IBM 3

Phase 2 Focused Trends
Supplier Relationship
Management (SRM)

Change Management

Transformation Assessment
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• Provides increased granularity and is more comprehensive
than maturity assessment

• Understand the impacts of implemented changes
• Address employee insecurity through communication
of organizational change and future plans

• Increasing trust through
buyer-supplier transparency

• Educate employees on new tools to gain greatest
benefit from investment and productivity improvements

• Creating SRM frameworks
based on supplier criticality
aids in risk management

• Seek employee feedback and listen with intent to
moderate if there are pain points

• Developing joint scorecards
helps to strengthen
relationships

• Aids in determining benefits from current procurement
transformation efforts
• Affords ability to create roadmap and action plan for
implementation
• Sets out performance measurements against other
companies
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• Audit compliance with the new process and roles
• Focus on employee project outcomes and end results

• Building mutually beneficial
relationships provides
support during negotiations
and uncertainty
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• Using blockchain
technology benefits
efficiency, accuracy, and
visibility between parties
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